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Abstract Tagging-based systems are a popular and convenient way to organize information on the Web. Despite the
alleged advantage of the free choice of words used to categorize Web resources in this kind of systems, it also brings
some disadvantages due to the difficulty to remember freely
chosen tags when users need to retrieve tagged resources.
This paper presents a new approach to improve the quality
of the categorizations performed by users in tagging-based
systems by means of the recommendation of semantic tags.
Our approach combines three sources of information for selecting the recommended tags: the Web resource been categorized, the tagging-based system folksonomy and the user
personomy. By using these sources, we combine some features of the context of the categorization, the social opinion
about the resource been categorized and the users’ vocabulary preferences. The use of the Web resource helps to solve
the cold start problem, and the recommendation of more
contextualized and personalized tags helps to develop a bet-
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ter personomy for the user, which could relieve the users’
cognitive effort when retrieving tagged resources.
Keywords Semantic tag recommendation · Tagging-based
systems · Ontology
1 Introduction
Due to technical difficulties and high costs of implementation, it becomes impractical to have qualified experts evaluating and controlling all published content on the Web. This
lack of schemes, or measures, to ensure the quality and organization of information results in a problem called information overload [22].
The tagging technique [36] represents an initiative to help
in the organization and assignment of meaning to resources
available on the Web. This technique adopts the principle that, if someone is able to publish a resource, she/he
is also able to organize and assign meaning to other resources. Thus, it passes over to users the responsibility of
organizing and labeling Web resources using tags, as they
believe to be most convenient, and without any kind of control [33], eliminating the need for experts. As a result, this
technique became an interesting alternative for an open and
highly changeable environment as the Web, where one cannot maintain a hard scheme of control and organization.
In tagging-based systems (TBSs), the set of tags and
tagged resources of a user comprises his/her personomy,
which generally reflects the user’s vocabulary, preferences,
interests, and knowledge. Some systems allow users to share
their personomies with each other, producing what is known
as a folksonomy [36], which generally reflects the social
view of a Web resource.
Although the freedom and dynamicity are positive characteristics of TBSs, they are also the main cause of problems
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when users try to retrieve tagged resources [17]. This freedom allows for the introduction in the user’s personomy of
alternative forms of writing, synonymy, polysemy, different
lexical forms, and different levels of accuracy in the vocabulary, what makes it difficult for users to remember the tags
used in the categorization and complicates the retrieval of
the tagged resources [14]. Most of these problems are directly related to not taking into account semantic [15, 43]
and contextual information [29] during the categorization
process.
As pointed by [1, 8, 13], the fact that cooccurrence is
the only relation among tags is also a limiting factor when
retrieving information because it is semantically weak. The
absence of stronger semantics makes it difficult to solve ambiguities caused by synonymy and polysemy which are common to natural languages. In order to improve the tagging
technique the creation of mechanisms has been proposed,
in order to bring strong semantics to tags by recommending tags based on ontologies derived from the folksonomy
of the TBS [2]. Although these recommendation bring valid
suggestions, they rely only on the folksonomy as the source
of information for creating semantics, leaving out contextual
information provided by the Web resource itself.
Like some other authors [23, 40], we believe that it is
necessary to consider as much information as possible about
the resource and the users’ preferences if we want to help the
user to create and use better tags, which has high influence in
the personomy tagspace convergence [30] and in making the
resource retrieval process easier. Thus, aiming at improving
the tag recommendation process, we propose the combination of three sources of information—the Web resource, the
TBS’s folksonomy and the user’s personomy—to improve
the quality of the recommended tags [5]. The combination
of these sources is an attempt to take into account the following aspects of the tagging process: contextual (i.e., the
Web pages of the resource being tagged); social (i.e., the
TBS folksonomy view of the resource); and personal (i.e.,
the users’ personomy which reflects is vocabulary preferences).
In order to combine these three sources of information
and bring stronger semantics to the tags, we propose an
algorithm that analyzes lightweight ontologies [10] generated from each source and extracts the most relevant concepts that are common to them to use as semantic tags to
be recommended. To get the three ontologies, we show how
the emergence of a lightweight ontology from tags belonging to the user personomy proposed by Basso et al. [3] can
be adapted to emerge lightweight ontologies from tags of
a TBS folksonomy and from terms of a Web resource. We
also show how these three ontologies can be combined to
generate tags for a TBS.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we discuss the relevance of the three sources of information avail-
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able for a semantic tag recommender system and briefly review their use in current literature. In Sect. 3, we briefly
discuss some alternatives for the emergence of ontologies
from terms. In Sect. 4, each step of our semantic tag recommendation proposal is described. In Sect. 5, we analyze
results derived from some experiments with real users. Finally, in Sect. 6, we show the conclusions and limitations of
our proposal, along with suggestions for further investigation.

2 Sources of information for a tag recommender system
A tagging-based system usually has three sources of information available when it needs to recommend tags: (i) the
Web resource, (ii) the folksonomy of the TBS, and (iii) the
user’s personomy. Each one of these has a particular importance in the recommendation process.
The Web resource is the main element of a categorization, and its content can be available in many forms, such
as text, pictures, videos, flash animations, etc. In this work,
we considered only textual content (i.e., any Web page with
some text). One of the most important aspects of a Web resource content that is generally forgotten is the fact that it
can express some features of the context of the resource categorization. For any Web resource, there are several factors
influencing the context in which it could be used, but for a
Web page the context can usually be determined by the way
in which the vocabulary is employed by their author in order to expose the content to the reader. The task of getting
the context of a Web page is not trivial, since the text of the
page may present misspellings, synonymy, polysemy, bending terms, parts that do not refer to the content (e.g., header,
footer, menu columns, advertisements), among others. Taking all these aspects into account, we decided to represent
the context of a Web page by the set of keywords that is
most representative of the characteristics and properties of
the Web page, i.e., the most relevant terms contained in its
term-vector1 [26]. It is also possible to use Web resource
metadata when it is available to represent a summary of the
content [30], but as any summary it does not convey the richness of the content itself for the generation of the candidate
tags.
A TBS folksonomy normally reflects the vocabulary that
is common to the system’s users [28], providing a social
view of the categorized resources, which a single user could
never have by themselves. Thus, using the TBS folksonomy
data to recommend tags can always be a valid alternative,
since the user is categorizing a resource that others in the
community have already categorized and, therefore, there
1A

term-vector is a vector of pairs of keywords and their frequency of
occurrence in the text.
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may be a common interest, which guarantees the utility of
the folksonomy tags. Also, the idiosyncrasies present in a
folksonomy may benefit the information retrieval process, as
they represent alternative and interesting terms for the users
(which makes the serendipity effect possible [38]).
The user’s personomy can bring together a wide diversity
of knowledge about the individual, since in a categorization
users express, by the used tags, their knowledge, intentions
and terminology preferences related to the content of each
resource [32]. From the analysis of a user’s personomy, it
is possible to guide the tag recommendation to target the
user’s vocabulary, offering terms according to their preferences [34, 41].
Reviewing the recent literature about tag recommendation, we found that current approaches generally focuses
on the system folksonomy as its main source of information [27]. A small number of approaches also uses the Web
resource content to assist in the recommendation, among
them we can quote Lu et al. [24], which analyzes the Web
resource content and combines it with tags of similar resource for generating the candidate recommendations; Song
et al. [37], which extract the document vector of the Web
resource and applies statistical techniques over a bipartite
graph of the words, tags, and resources to generate the candidate tags; and Heymann et al. [16], which uses the Web
resource text, anchor text, and surround hosts for generating the recommending tags. Another small number of approaches employ information about the user together with
the information of the folksonomy and Web resource metadata to select the tags that will be recommended, among
them we can quote Lipczak [23], which uses the Web resource title and cooccurrence analysis to expand the set of
candidate tags filtering it by using the user personomy to
obtain the final recommendation; Musto et al. [30], which
use the Web resource metadata to generate the candidates
and the user information to personalize the final recommendation; and Tatu et al. [40], which use the Web resource to
extract a combination of semantic and statistical characteristics to construct models of users and documents that are
used to generate and select the recommended tags (they also
employing the WordNet2 to standardize concepts).
From the above review, we can observe that very few systems has tried to use the combination of the three sources
of information together. Also, in spite of the fact that some
systems had used a semantic approach, the level of semantic
they explored is shallow. Most of them make use of complex statistical techniques to identify some level of semantic
relations among the concepts and use these relations to inform the selection of candidates to the recommending tags.
We propose to make use of these three sources together
with an approach based on the recommendation of semantic
2 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/.
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tags that explores relations among the concepts. The three
sources of information taken into account in this proposal
can be combined in various ways, which we will discussed
in the next section.
2.1 Possible scenarios for a tag recommendation process
in a TBS
Taking into account the three sources of information discussed above, there are eight different scenarios that could
happen in a tag recommendation process, as shown in Fig. 1.
We can divide them in two groups: those that do not analyze the Web resource (1 through 4), and those that do it
(5 through 8). Therefore, the only variables are whether or
not there are sufficient amount of data in the user’s personomy and the TBS’ folksonomy to be used by the recommender system.
Let us first consider the scenarios where the Web resources are not used as a source of information, since this
is the common case for the recommender systems in current
TBSs.
Scenario 1: A user, without any information on his/her
personomy, is trying to categorize a resource using a TBS
without information on its folksonomy about that resource.
This is the worst case scenario for a tag recommender system, and represents the situation confronted by a new system user categorizing a new resource. Since we do not have
access to any of the three sources of information there is
no way to generate recommendations. This is an instance of
the cold start problem (i.e., the problem to generate recommendations for a resource without any source of information
from where to take the terms to recommend) and happens in
most of the recommender systems in current TBSs.
Scenario 2: A user, with information on his/her personomy, is trying to categorize a resource using a TBS without
information on its folksonomy about that resource. This is
the typical case of a user trying to categorize a new resource
in a TBS. As a personomy has only information about resources already categorized by the user, there is no way to

Fig. 1 Scenarios for a tag recommendation in a TBS (R stands for
resource, P for personomy and F for folksonomy)
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obtain information about the current resource being categorized and, therefore, we can only generate recommendations
based on the global users’ interests, given by the most used
vocabulary in his/her personomy. This kind of data is most
of the time of little use, generating recommendations of low
quality. This is another instance of the cold start problem
and also happens in most recommender systems in the current TBSs.
Scenario 3: A user, without information on his/her personomy, is trying to categorize a resource using a TBS with
information on its folksonomy about that resource. This is
another possible scenario for a new system user, but once
the resource has already been evaluated and categorized by
other system users, it is possible to generate recommendations from a social point of view. However, it will not be
possible to personalize these recommendations to match the
user’s vocabulary, since there is no information in their personomy. The use of the folksonomy as the unique source
of information is the common case for the majority of the
recommender systems in current TBSs.
Scenario 4: A user, with information on his/her personomy, is trying to categorize a resource using a TBS with information on its folksonomy about that resource. This could
be considered a desirable scenario for a recommender system, since it would be possible to use the folksonomy’s social point of view to generate recommendations, giving priority to the terms most used by the community; and also
to use the user’s personomy to further personalize the recommendation data to match their vocabulary. The use of
the folksonomy together with the personomy as source of
information is the configuration used by the Delicious system.3
For the other four scenarios, we will assume that the Web
resource was analyzed and a representation of some features
of the context of the categorization is available.
Scenario 5: A user, without information on his/her personomy, is trying to categorize a resource using a TBS without information on its folksonomy about that resource. Unlike what happens in Scenario 1, once we have information
from the Web resource it will be possible to generate recommendations from the extracted contextual data, avoiding the
cold start problem.
Scenario 6: A user, with information on his/her personomy, is trying to categorize a resource using a TBS without
information on its folksonomy about that resource. Again,
contrary to what happens in Scenario 2, once we have information from the Web resource it will be possible to generate recommendations from the extracted contextual data,
avoiding the cold start problem. In addition, in this scenario
it would be possible to personalize the recommendations to

the user’s preferences, based on the information contained
in their personomy.
Scenario 7: A user, without information on his/her personomy, is trying to categorize a resource using a TBS with
information on its folksonomy about that resource. What
makes this scenario different from Scenario 3 is that it will
be possible to use the folksonomy data to filter the contextual data extracted from the Web resource, giving priority to
the terms most used by the community.
Scenario 8: A user, with information on his/her personomy, is trying to categorize a resource using a TBS with
information on its folksonomy about that resource. In this
scenario, besides the social filter employed in the last scenario, we could also personalize the recommendation data
to the user’s preferences based on the vocabulary of his/her
personomy. In this way, this could be considered the best
case scenario for a recommender system.
Although it is possible to make recommendations without analyzing the Web resource, as discussed in Scenarios 2,
3, and 4, using it as a source of information could lead to
better recommendations. This will take place because the
recommended tags will come from terms present in the Web
resource, which normally makes it easier for the use to remember. Even better, if the folksonomy information is available, it would be possible to further improve the tag’s quality
by applying a social filter to them, given priority to the tags
most used by the community. In addition, if the personomy
information is available, it would be possible to increase the
memory of the recommended tags by taking into account
the user’s vocabulary preferences, which will certainly contribute to the retrieval of the resource.
One more aspect is worth mentioning. As discussed in
Scenarios 5 and 6, the variations of the Scenarios 1 and 2,
where the cold start problem normally happens in the recommender systems of the current TBSs, the use of the Web
resource as a source of information allows the system to
deliver recommendations to users, avoiding the cold start
problem.
Taking all these aspects into consideration, we claim that
using these three sources of information to recommend semantic tags to the users of a TBS can enrich the quality of
the user’s personomy. The adoption of semantic tags would
avoid the use of mistaken terms and ambiguity and would
improve the quality of the user’s tag from the beginning. To
obtain semantic tags we develop an algorithm that analyze
and combine ontologies emerged from the three sources discussed, which will be presented in the following sections.

3 Delicious

There are basically two approaches to extract/emerge structure from a set of terms, such as Web pages, folksonomies,

com/.

is the most famous TBS nowadays http://www.delicious.

3 On the emergence of ontologies from tags and Web
pages
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Fig. 2 Ontology model to
represent the process of tagging,
Basso et al. [3]

and personomies. Some proposals make a statistical analysis
of the terms, based on cooccurrence, to identify clusters of
related terms [4, 42]. Other proposals use external sources of
data to establish the semantic relations among terms. In the
context of TBSs, van Damme et al. [7] suggest possibilities
to map different types of relations among tags in an ontology; Laniado et al. [21] propose a tool to organize the tags
of a personomy into a hierarchy of concepts to be displayed
in place of the Delicious tag list; Angeletou et al. [2] extract
semantic relations from another data source in addition to
the folksonomy data; and Basso et al. [3] emerge an ontology from the tags of a user’s personomy using the WordNet
as the external data source.
In this work, we adopt Basso’s et al. [3] approach, which
establishes an extended ontological model based on the
works of Knerr [18] and Echarte [9]. This approach emerges
a lightweight ontology [10] from the terms of the user’s personomy, making it possible to give meaning to tags and to
relate them to each other using a set of semantic relations,
like “is a,” “a kind of,” “is part of,” “has part,” etc. To overcome the problem that on TBSs the only relation among
tags is cooccurrence, they have done a mashup with another
source of ontological data to establish the semantic relations
among tags. Once tags are textual elements, they make use
of the WordNet [11], which is a large lexical database of
the English language, whose structure emerged from neurolinguistics theories of human lexical memory. WordNet

is different from a common dictionary because it groups
nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs in cognitive synonyms
sets called synsets, each one expressing a different concept.
Therefore, after identifying concepts (synsets) in the WordNet corresponding to the user’s tags, Basso et al. identify
the set of relations among them that are all mapped to the
ontological model of Fig. 2, in which the dashed relations
represent the ontological model proposed by Knerr [18] and
the continuous relations represent the extension Basso et al.
proposed, expressing the knowledge of how the tagging process should be modeled with attributes and semantic relations among tags.
There is a possibility for a term not to be identified as
any concept (synset) in the WordNet. In this case, the only
relation considered will be the cooccurrence, which will
not generate any semantic benefits. According to Laniado
et al. [21], the probability of most popular tags belonging
to the WordNet is high. However, an experiment made by
Basso et al. [3] has shown that, on average, only 53% of a
TBS users’ tags are identified in the WordNet. In general,
tags that are not identified can be: (i) misspelling errors;
(ii) acronyms; and/or (iii) a recent concept that has not been
registered in the lexical database yet. One way to solve (i) is
to detect the inconsistencies in the user’s personomy, by performing a cleaning of “mistaken” terms [6]. To solve (ii), we
can use an acronyms dictionary and expand the acronyms to
full words. To solve (iii), it is necessary to use a more dy-
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for characterizing the Web page context verbs and adjectives
are also important, and considering that there is a reasonable
amount of verbs and adjectives in the content of Web pages,
we adapted the algorithm proposed by Basso et al. [3] to
emerge ontologies using nouns, adjectives, and verbs. As
a result, we got an increase of approximately 17% in the
recognition rate of terms. In order to increase even more the
amount of recognized terms, it will be necessary to make a
mashup with ontological sources other than the WordNet.

4 The process for selecting the recommended semantic
tags

Fig. 3 An ontology generated by Basso’s et al. algorithm

namic source of information than the WordNet, such as the
DBpedia,4 or some extensions of the WordNet such as Stanford WordNet Project.5
Basso’s et al. approach to emerge lightweight ontologies
from the users’ personomy was developed for recognizing
only nouns present in WordNet, resulting in ontologies like
the one shown in Fig. 3. However, for recommending tags
using the three sources of information, it may be of use to
recognize other parts of speech such as verbs, adjectives, and
adverbs as well.
To investigate the usage patterns of terms in Web pages,
as well as its recognition rate in the WordNet, we conducted
an experiment where Web pages of various topics such as
medicine, engineering, computer science, etc., were used.
We consulted 238 Web pages (randomly selected from a Delicious system folksonomy6 data set of about 160 thousand
bookmarks we have downloaded in February 2010) obtaining a total of 48,066 terms, from which we recognized in
the WordNet 75.9%. For the recognized terms, the class that
had higher recognition rate was nouns (82.5%), followed by
adjectives (8.3%), verbs (7.9%), and adverbs (1.3%). Since

In this section, we describe the process we employed to generate semantic tags from the three sources of information we
suggested to use. The process is composed of five steps, as
shown in Fig. 4, and is presented as follows.
Step 1. Extracting the term-vector from a Web page: For
the processing of the Web pages we adopted a statistical approach [26]. Therefore, we first extract its title7 and body
term-vectors applying a cleaning process to remove punctuation, extra symbols, and stop words.8
As in a document words can have variants such as plural, singular, words with suffixes, etc., which should not
change its semantic representation, we use a conflation technique [20] to merge the words that have lexical variations to
a single word. As a consequence, each pair of lexical variants of a term, which is identified with the same semantics,
is represented by just one of them. In this way, the document
will be represented by a single set of terms.
The most common conflation processes are stemming
and lemmatization [26]. In this work, we choose to apply lemmatization as it reduces a word to its corresponding
canonical form, keeping its morphological category. Therefore, after obtaining a term-vector, which is a tool that applies a linguistic process of lemmatization that employs the
WordNet is used [12], reducing the lexical variances among
terms that have the same meaning and joining their frequencies in the term-vector.
After the cleaning and lemmatization task, a similarity
verification is performed among the terms of the Web page’s
body and title. This task aims to identify the words in the
body that have similar meanings with the word in the title, so that we could increase its relevance (i.e., frequency).
For this, we used the semantic similarity metric called Lesk
adapted to WordNet [19], whose goal is to measure how

5 http://ai.stanford.edu/~rion/swn/.

7 The title’s terms will be used to improve the relevance of the Web
page’s terms, by evaluating its similarities and increasing the Web
page’s term frequencies.

6 Delicious

8A

4 http://dbpedia.org/About.

will be taken as the baseline in this work due to its importance in the area of TBSs.

stop word in this context is a word that does not add semantics to a
document, such as “a,” “but,” “for,” etc.
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Fig. 4 The semantic tag
recommendation process

strongly the meanings of two words are interconnected. The
result of comparing pairs of terms using Lesk is a value representing the degree of similarity between them. The terms
classified with “high similarity” (greater than 0.5) will have
their frequencies increased and for the ones with “low similarity” (smaller than or equal to 0.5) the frequency value is
not updated.
This step has a great significance in our approach because by extracting the most representative terms of the Web
page, we can ensure that the ontological model will be wellformed and will make a valid context representation.
Step 2. Retrieving terms from the folksonomy: There are
two approaches to retrieving the folksonomy term-vector
referent to a Web resource. We could use the API of the TBS
requesting the terms used to categorize a given URL, or we
could develop a screen scrapper for the TBS Web page that
presents the terms used to categorize a given URL. However,
using the last alternative one can usually get only a limited
number of tags for a resource (e.g., accessing Delicious to
extract the terms of a Web resource returns only the 30 most
used tags by the community). For both cases, it is possible
that the system’s users have not yet categorized the Web resource the user is categorizing, and consequently, there will
be no data available for emerging the ontology from the folksonomy. In this work, we adopt the first approach using the
API of the Delicious system.
Another important observation about this step is that we
are considering a TBS that uses the approach proposed in
this work, making it unnecessary to further process the folksonomy term-vector. If this is not the case, it will be necessary to submit the folksonomy term-vector to the same preprocessing step which was applied to the Web page terms.

Differently from the processing of the Web page termvector, the frequency of the terms will be given by the frequency of the tags employed by the user community. Also,
it will be necessary to equalize the frequencies of the Web
page and folksonomy term-vectors, since their range are almost always very different due to the fact that a Web page
has a nearly stable content and a folksonomy changes with
its use.
Step 3. Retrieving the term-vector for the personomy: The
recovery of the user term-vector from the TBS is carried out
in the same way as the retrieval of the folksonomy termvector, but now the frequency of the terms is accounted only
for the current user. Since we will be adopting the approach
of prioritizing the terms preferred by the user, we do not
equalize this term-vector. Instead, we make a mapping from
the Web page and folksonomy ontologies generated in the
next step over the personomy ontologies, as explained in
Step 5.
Step 4. Generating the three ontologies: One serious
problem when generating an ontology from a Web page,
the folksonomy data or the personomy data is its very large
number of terms. Therefore, to maintain the performance of
an ontology-based system manageable it is essential to find
a way to reduce the number of terms used in its generation
without losing to much quality.
Looking for a solution for this problem, we analyzed the
relationship among the distribution of terms in the three
sources of information we suggested the use of. First, we
observed that Zipf’s law [31] shows that the frequency distribution of terms in a document (e.g., a Web page) follows
a power law. Second, Lux et al. [25] shows that the distribution of terms in a folksonomy also follows a power law.
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Fig. 5 Mapping between Web
page and folksonomy ontologies
over the personomy ontology
(dashed lines indicate a concept
match and the numbers
indicates the equalized score of
the concepts)

Third, Zhang et al. [44] shows that the distribution of terms
in a personomy also follows a power law. In addition, we
noticed that this law is also associated to the Pareto’s principle [31], which states that 80% of the causes are responsible
for 20% of the effects, while 20% of the causes are responsible for 80% of the effects.
Thus, putting all these observations together, we decided
to apply Pareto’s principle by reducing the amount of terms
of each resource (the Web page, the folksonomy and the personomy) by 80%, expecting to have a reduction in the quality of our ontologies in approximately 20%. This seems to
be a reasonable decision, since we will be using the 20% of
the terms that are the most significant ones. Therefore, the
gain in computational time for generating the ontologies will
be certainly greater than the loss in its quality.
Once the set of terms are defined, an ontology is generated for each source of information (the Web page, the folksonomy and the personomy) based on our extension of the
Basso et al. [3] proposal.
Step 5: Mapping the terms among the three ontologies:
To get the final ranking of the concepts, we use a procedure
that determines a mapping between the ontologies to reinforce the concepts that have a matching. Our understanding
of ontology mapping is defined by [39] as: “Given two ontologies A and B, mapping one ontology with another means
that for each concept (node) in the ontology A we try to find
the corresponding concept (node), one which has the same
or similar semantics, in the ontology B and vice versa.” For
the mapping between the ontologies of our approach, we

create a procedure that corresponds to the previous definition.
The matching process in this case is much simpler than
a common ontology matching process because the ontologies are generated from the same source, i.e., they are generated based on the WordNet structure. Thus, they all have
the same root entity, and most of the internal paths are similar, which avoids the costly calculation necessary to determine if two concept from the different roots are the same.
Thus, to identify concepts that are similar in two ontologies,
our algorithm compares the equality between the synsets. In
this task, all synsets in the Web page and the folksonomy
ontologies are compared, one by one, with each synset of
the personomy ontology. When two synsets are equal, the
concepts are mapped between the ontologies, i.e., for each
concept of an ontology that is found in the personomy ontology, a mapping relation between them is created, as shown
in Fig. 5.
For each matching, the concepts in both ontologies are
reinforced. Consequently, since we are prioritizing concepts
in the personomy ontology, a concept in this ontology can
be reinforced twice, once for matching the Web ontology
and once for matching the folksonomy ontology. Thus, at
the time of recommendation, a concept that is present in the
three ontologies will have two mapping relations, and consequently, its relevance will be greater than the others that
have just one, or none. The result of this process will be
the identification of the most related concepts that tend to
be the most relevant for the user. This will also eliminate,
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Listing 1 Tag selection algorithm
def t a g s S e l e c t o r ( TBS , user , URL, numRecommendations ) :

# Step 1 − R e t r i e v e t h e Web page term−v e c t o r
t i t l e T V = e x t r a c t T e r m V e c t o r (URL, " t i t l e " )
f o r term i n t i t l e T V :
l e m a t i z a t i o n ( l e x i c a l C l e a n i n g ( term ) )
bodyTV = e x t r a c t T e r m V e c t o r (URL, " body " )
f o r term i n bodyTV :
l e m a t i z a t i o n ( l e x i c a l C l e a n i n g ( term ) )
term = S i m i l a r i t y D e t e c t i o n ( term , t i t l e T V )

# Step 2 − R e t r i e v e t h e folksonomy term−v e c t o r
f o l k T V = r e t r i e v e T e r m s ( TBS, " folksonomy " , " " )
e q u a l i z e ( bodyTV , f o l k T V )
# Step 3 − R e t r i e v e t h e user personomy term−v e c t o r
userTV = r e t r i e v e T e r m s ( TBS, " personomy " , user , URL)
# Step 4
pageOnto
folkOnto
userOnto

− Generate t h e o n t o l o g i e s
= g e n e r a t e O n t o l o g y ( p a r e t o R e d u c t i o n ( pageTV ) )
= generateOntology ( paretoReduction ( folkTV ) )
= g e n e r a t e O n t o l o g y ( p a r e t o R e d u c t i o n ( userTV ) )

# Step 5 − Map t h e o n t o l o g i e s
f o r userConcept i n userOnto :
userConceptSS = getSynset ( userConcept )
f o r pageConcept i n pageOnto :
pageConceptSS = getSynset ( pageConcept )
i f userConceptSynset == pageConceptSynset :
mapSynsets ( userConceptSS , pageConceptSS )
for folkConcept in folkOnto :
folkConceptSS = getSynset ( f o l k C o n c e p t )
i f userConceptSynset == f o l k C o n c e p t S y n s e t :
mapSynsets ( userConceptSS , folkConceptSS )
# Step 6 − Recommend t a g s w i t h h i g h e s t p r i o r i t y
r e t u r n getStrongerTags ( pageConceptSS , folkConceptSS ,
userConceptSS , numRecommendations )

for instance, concepts present in the ontologies that are not
related to the user’s interest.
Although our algorithm gives priority to adjusting the
recommendation to the user’s interests, it does not favor
terms of the personomy only. Once a concept of the Web
page or the folksonomy ontology has a higher frequency
than those contained in the personomy, even if it has little relational mappings, it may be recommended. Consequently,
the concepts that are not in the personomy but are frequently
used in the text or by the community (i.e., concepts that are
interesting to add to the user’s personal vocabulary) will also
be recommended.
At the end of the process, the recommendation will show
the concepts that have the greatest relevance based on their
priority (i.e., the number of mappings between ontologies)
and then by the frequency of each concept. The algorithm in
Listing 1 summarizes the process discussed above.

5 Evaluation
This section presents three experiments employed to analyze the quality of the semantic tags recommended by the

Fig. 6 Recommended semantic tags present in the Delicious folksonomy

proposed approach. The first experiment automatically assesses the relevance of the semantic tags recommended by
this approach comparing them with the tags used in the folksonomy of a current TBS. The second experiment assesses
the acceptance by real users of the semantic tags recommended by this approach considering only the most relevant
concepts selected from the sources used. The third experiment assesses the acceptance by real users of the semantic
tags recommended by this approach considering the most
relevant concepts selected from sources used and their hypernyn concepts.
5.1 Experiment 1: Comparison of the recommendation of
semantic tags with the Delicious system folksonomy
In this experiment, we automatically analyzed 1,304 bookmarks, randomly selected from a Delicious data set containing 3,401 users with 2.613.446 categorizations and
8.208.402 tags (1.804.282 unique URLs and 305.948 unique
tags), aiming at accessing the relevance of the recommendations. Between the selected URLs there were web pages that
contain a great variety of content (e.g., text, images, video,
and a combinations of them), making it a very good approximation of a real situation. We should notice that, due to this
test set characteristics, the percentage of terms found in each
web page has a great variation, which has an impact on the
final quality of the suggested terms. It was our decision to
use this test set to evaluate the behavior of our approach in
a real situation. Thus, for each URL, we analyzed the percentage of the first 10 recommended tags produced by our
approach that were found between the TOP 10, 20, and 30
tags of the Delicious folksonomy.
As we observe in Fig. 6, for the first three recommended
tags (the average number of tags used in the Delicious system) the percentage of tags found in the TOP 10 tags of the
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Delicious system lies between 40–24%, but this range increases to 68–48% in the TOP 30, as expected. Although
these numbers are not high, they may be considered acceptable, as there must be a discount due to the characteristic of
the test set, which is not ideal for our approach. However,
to ensure that our approach recommends tags that are well
accepted by users, we had to perform experiments with real
users.
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Fig. 7 Presentation of a tag recommendation considering its degree of
relevance

5.2 Experiment 2: Evaluation of the recommendation of
semantic tags with real users
The purpose of this experiment was to assess the acceptance
by real users of the semantic tags recommended by the proposed approach. It is important to justify why we choose to
do tests with real users instead of using a standard collection, such as the ones used in ECML PKDD discovery challenge. We take this decision due to the fact that the choice
of a tag by a user in a tagging process is strongly biased
by the tags s/he receives as recommendation from the system. Thus, if we compare the tags generated by our approach
for a given resource with the ones selected by users’ of another system, we will be comparing the other system bias
with ours. But this does not imply that this would be the
user’s choice if s/he had originally be submitted directly to
our bias, i.e., we will not be allowing our recommender to
influence the users’ choice, which is exactly what we want
to measure.
In this experiment, the three sources of information (the
Web resource—R; the Delicious system folksonomy—F;
and the users personomy—P)9 were considered in the analysis. Thus, we were able to analyze all but the first scenario
discussed in Sect. 2.1, since there is not enough information
in this scenario to generate recommendations. For Scenarios 2, 3, and 5, where we have only one source of information we recommended syntactic tags based on the frequency
of the terms. For Scenarios 4, 6, 7, and 8, where we have
more than one source of information, we recommended semantic tags based on the combination of the ontologies of
the sources through our algorithm, as discussed in Sect. 4.
In the experiment, ten users evaluated each scenario.
Each participant received 70 predefined URLs randomly selected for categorization, being 10 for each scenario. This
URLs are equally divided in two knowledge areas: computer science and general knowledge. The scenarios are also
randomly presented so that there was no possibility for the
users to identify which scenario they were evaluating. For
each URL, 10 tags were recommended. The participants had
the freedom to select the recommended tags and/or to inform additional tags. The developed system can distinguish
9 We

will use the notation R/F/P to represent the sources available in
each scenario.

Fig. 8 Average number of tags used in each scenario

which tags were recommended, which were selected by the
user, and which ones were added. We understand that each
tag has a degree of relevance for the Web resource, so they
were presented in the recommendation interface in descending order of their relevance from left to right, as shown in
Fig. 7.
Analyzing the average number of tags used in each categorization, shown in Fig. 8, we observed the following facts.
First, among the syntactic approaches (Scenarios 2, 3, and 5)
there is no significant difference in the number of tags used.
Second, among the semantic approaches that use the Web
resource (Scenarios 6, 7, and 8) there is an increase in the
number of tags used as we consider the personal and social
aspects, and both, which indicates an improve in the recommendation quality. Third, Scenario 4 presents a good use of
the recommended tags. One explanation for this result is that
the use of semantic tags in this scenario helps to avoid the
possible ambiguities that normally happens given a more informed choice for the user. Last, Scenario 8 improves the average number of tags used in a categorization by 15%, when
compared to the baseline Scenario 3, which is the most common scenario for TBSs.
Once a user has the freedom to use any tag on a categorization, they can select recommended tags or enter additional tags directly. When users inform additional tags
in a categorization, it means that the recommendation was
not interesting enough to meet their needs. For this reason,
we also evaluate the average number of categorizations in
which users reported additional tags and observe the follow-
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Fig. 9 Categorizations that used additional tags recommended by
users

Fig. 10 User’s acceptance of the recommended tags in each scenario

ing facts. First, analyzing Fig. 9, we can see that, as was
predicted in Sect. 2.1, Scenario 2 shows the worst result
(97% of the tags was added by the users), as the personomy does not have enough information about the resource
to generate good recommendations. Second, the use of syntactic tags based only in terms extracted from the Web resource text ordered by its frequency does not help reducing
the number of additional tags used (Scenario 5), even when
we change to the use of semantic tags with the consideration
of the personal aspect the results are not satisfactory (Scenario 6). A reasonable explanation for this is that most of
the time the highest frequency terms in the text of the Web
resource are very general and users prefer to add their own
tags instead of a general term. The addition of the personal
aspect does not help because the personomy has no information about the categorized resource. Third, the effect of the
social and personal aspects were observed again between the
scenarios that use a semantic approach with a decrease in the
number of additional tags used. Last, the Scenarios 4 and 8,
which use the combinations of more than one source an semantic tags have good results but no better than the syntactic
tags of the folksonomy alone.
Two issues should be considered in this experiment to
explain part of the results’ behavior. First, we observe that
great part of the tags added by the users were compound
words, and most of them were composed of tags recommended to the user. This contributes to increase the number of the additional tags used and to decrease the user acceptance of the recommended tags. We did not recommend
compound words in this experiment due to the complexity to
choose among the possible term combinations. This shall be
done as a future work. Second, we suppose in our approach
that the personomy and folksonomy used were generated by
the proposed process. This means that they are “clean” in
the sense of having been through a normalization process,

which improves their recognition rate in the WordNet. Unfortunately, it was not possible to accomplish this at the time
of this experiment, which also influence the acceptance of
the recommended tags. This also shall be done as a future
work.
Analyzing the overall user acceptance for each scenario
(i.e., the acceptance of the recommended tags over all categorizations), as shown in Fig. 10, we observed the following
facts. First, for the scenarios that employs a syntactic approach (Scenarios 2, 3, and 5) the resulting behavior was
as expected. When taken separately, the personomy should
generate worst quality tags comparing to the Web resource,
which should generate worst quality tags when compared to
the folksonomy. Second, the social aspect has greater power
for filtering the Web resource in the semantic approach than
the personal aspect when taken separately, with a significant improvement in the user acceptance (α = 0.05 and
t = 7.3689 between Scenarios 6 and 7).10
Third, when the three sources of information are considered within the semantic approach, they produce a significant improvement in the user acceptance (α = 0.05 and
t = 2.6954 between Scenarios 7 and 8). But there is no significant difference if we leave the Web resource out when
using the semantic approach (α = 0.05 and t = 0.6757 between Scenarios 4 and 8). Last, the use of the three sources
of information results in a significant improvement in the
user acceptance (α = 0.05 and t = 1.9865) over the (Scenario 3) the folksonomy syntactic approach (our baseline),
with an increase of 16% in the overall user acceptance.

10 We

have employed a one tail t -test for this experiment because the
populations are unknown but we can consider their standard deviation equal, given that the tested subjects are the same for the two approaches.
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Fig. 12 Average number of tags used in each scenario considering
hypernyn concepts
Fig. 11 Partial hierarchical structure of the tag “Java” based on relations of the WordNet

5.3 Experiment 3: Evaluation of the recommendation of
hypernyn tags with real users
In this third experiment, we followed the same methodology as in the second experiment, namely we used the same
URLs and the same evaluation metrics, but a smaller number
of users was employed per scenario in the analysis due to resource restrictions. So, the results of this experiment should
be considered as preliminary. The main difference between
the two experiments is that in this one the focus was on assessing the recommendation of semantic tags based on the
hierarchical structure of the sources ontology. Thus, we considered only Scenarios 8 (R/F/P), 7 (R/F), and 4 (F/P), which
use semantic tags and have shown better results in the second experiment.
In the previous experiment, we observed that, for any of
the evaluated scenarios, there is expressive user acceptance
for the first four more relevant tags of a recommendation
(which will be called main tags). Thus, this experiment employs only the first four main tags proposed by our algorithm
plus its hypernyn concepts in a total of 8 recommended tags.
The hypernyn tag is the first more generic concept of the
main tag in the ontology hierarchy. For example, in Fig. 11,
if the tag “java” is recommended, the “object-oriented programming language” is also recommended because it is the
direct hypernyn concept of term “java”.
After collecting the data, we observed that, contrary to
experiment 2, Scenario 7 obtained a result 25% better than
Scenario 8 for the number of tags used per categorization,
as shown in Fig. 12. This results should be taken with caution, but one possible explanation for this behavior is that
the use of the personal aspect could have a negative effect
if the user’s personomy has not been created from semantic concepts from the beginning. This happened due to the
user’s freedom for choosing the tags to use in the categorization. Such freedom allows a user to choose words that
are idiosyncratic and that do not generalize well to fit in a

Fig. 13 User’s acceptance of recommended tags for all classes of tags
in each scenario

more formal ontology. We need further investigation to confirm this possibility.
Aiming at understanding the contribution of the hypernyn
tags, we analyzed the overall user acceptance of the recommended tags. Comparing the results of Fig. 13 with Fig. 10,
we noticed that there is an order change between Scenarios 4 and 7 with regarding which one is best, but the difference has no statistical significance. However, in general, the
user acceptance has similar values, considering the limited
number of tests. This is a good evidence that the quality of
the tags has not changed. But, it is necessary to make more
experiments to guarantee that it is worth spending time to
get the hypernyn tags, unless we have another use for them
such as to use them in a visualization interface for the user’s
personomy.
Analyzing the user’s acceptance of the individual class
of tags, as shown in Fig. 14, we observed that the pattern
of Fig. 13 repeats itself in the three scenarios. However, we
observed that the acceptance of the hypernyn tags is very
low, which shows that the use of this approach is not interesting due to its high cost of generation for the tags. We also
observe that the effect of personalization in this kind of tag
is low. We believe this happens due to the fact that in most
cases the concepts in the higher hierarchical level of an on-
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Fig. 14 User’s acceptance of
the recommended tags for each
class of tag in each scenario

tology are very formal, not reflecting the users vocabulary.
This formality also reflects in the hypernyn concepts recommended for each main tag, thereby reducing the percentage
of the acceptance of hypernyn tags.

6 Conclusions and final thoughts
In this paper, we aimed at addressing the problem of improving the quality of tags used in TBSs. To reach this objective, we proposed an approach to the recommendation of
semantic tag for TBS that takes into account the contextual,
social, and personal aspects of a Web resource. For this, we
suggested using the content of the Web resource, the TBS
folksonomy data and the users’ personomy data as sources
of information for the recommender system.
To obtain the semantic tags for the recommendation, we
proposed a process in which, after preprocessing the Web
resources, the folksonomy and the personomy terms, we extract a lightweight ontology from them and create a ranking based on the terms frequency and a mapping between
the Web resource and folksonomy ontologies over the personomy ontology. In this way, we prioritize the personomy
terms but also consider new frequent terms that could appear in the Web resource or the folksonomy. The emergence
of the lightweight ontologies was done by extension of the
Basso’s et al. [3] approach to emerge ontologies from the
Web pages and the TBS folksonomy. In this extension, we
included adjectives and verbs, which give us a better identification rate for terms in the WordNet. We also show how
to get a reasonable trade-off between the candidate tag quality and the performance of the ontology generation process
using the Pareto’s principle over the set of concepts. To evaluate our proposal, we carried out three experiments, one automatic and two with real users.
The first experiment was designed to access the relevance
of the semantic tags generated by our approach. It automat-

ically compared the first 10 tags generated by our approach
with the top 10, 20, and 30 most relevant tags from the Delicious system for a resource. As a result, it shows that although the raw results were not high, they are acceptable,
given the test set used where the web pages had content of
any kind (i.e., text, images, video, etc.), which certainly affects the quality of the tags generated by our approach.
However, as this experiment was automatic, it did not
take into account the bias induced in the user when s/he
saw the set of recommended tag during the tagging process.
Thus, we decided to do another experiment with real users
to access the user acceptance of the recommended tags.
In this second experiment, we used 10 users with varying
experience and 7 scenarios (from 2 to 8) discussed in Sect. 2.
For the scenarios that use only one source of information, we
adopted a syntactic approach based on the frequency of the
terms and for the others we used a semantic approach based
on our proposal. As its main results, we found that:
– Concerning the number of tags used per categorization,
there is no difference in the number of tags used among
the scenarios using the syntactic approach. On the other
hand, there is a significant difference in the number of tags
used among the scenarios using the semantic approach,
the best one being the one that uses the three sources of
information, with an increase of 15% in the number of
tags used in relation to baseline scenario. Among the scenarios that use two sources of information the best was
the one using the folksonomy and the personomy as its
sources, which was also significantly better than any scenario that used the syntactic approach.
– Concerning the number of additional tags (i.e., tags freely
chosen by the users) used in the categorizations, among
the scenarios using the syntactic approach, the best one
was the one using the folksonomy as its source, followed
by the Web resource and them the personomy, a result
that was already expected from the discussion in Sect. 2.
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Among the scenarios using the semantic approach, the behavior was similar to the number of tags used, but this
time there was no significant difference between the scenario using the folksonomy and personomy as its sources
and the one using the three sources, also these scenarios
were not better than the syntactic approach using only the
folksonomy as its source. This shows that the social aspect are essential to the recommendation process in both
approaches.
– Concerning the user acceptance of the recommended tags,
among the scenarios using the syntactic approach, the behavior was similar to the number of additional tags used,
which was also expected from the discussion in Sect. 2.
The same has occurred with the scenarios that used the semantic approach, but in this case there was not statistical
difference between the scenarios using the three sources
and the one using the folksonomy and the personomy. The
best scenario in this experiment was the one using the
three sources of information with a significant difference
from the baseline scenario (Scenario 3) with an increase
of 15% in the user acceptance.
In general, this experiment gave us a better understanding of the influence of each aspect of the resource over the
recommendation process. We could see that the social aspect shows greater power to filter the Web resource than the
personal aspect. Also, that the combination of both produces
the best results, as we had already predicted in the discussion
in Sect. 2.
The last experiment was designed to address the effect
of exploring the ontology structure in the recommendation,
for this we used the same procedures of the second experiment, with a more limited number of users in the test, and
selected only 8 tags (4 normal tags and 4 hypernyns). Even
with such restrictions, we observed that the use of hypernyn
concepts brings no direct advantage to the recommendation
process when compared with the cost of producing the candidate tags.
All in all, we can say that the proposed approach definitely produces significant results concerning the improvement of the quality of the recommended tags as measured by
its user acceptance. Moreover, this approach does not suffer
from the cold start problem, which is common to most current TBSs, since it was able to use the terms extracted from
the Web resources to guide its first recommendations.
We can also visualize other benefits for this approach to
tag recommendation as, for example, the exploration of the
structure provided by its ontology for navigation on and visualization of the users’ personomy. In addition, unlike most
current TBSs which make users remember the exact lexical
form of the tag in order to retrieve a resource, the semantic relationships present in their ontologies enable searches
using alternative terms than the selected tag. Besides that, it
also allows for making searches using more generic or more
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specific concepts for the desired term by walking in the ontology structure, which possibly contributes to reduce the
cognitive effort on the user when retrieving a categorized
resource.
Despite the benefits we acknowledge for our approach it
needs further work before being used in a production system. At the moment, the time necessary for processing the
sources is high for on-line Web systems. Thus, further work
is necessary in its implementation architecture to improve
its performance. Moreover, as observed in the analysis of
experiment two, it is necessary to attack the problem of generating compound word tags, since this represents a great
number of the additional tags used. Also, it is necessary to
aggregate a tag management system, like the TagManager
system [35], to our system to allow for the maintenance of
the tag quality, which will improve its recognition by the
WordNet, or any other anchor ontology from the Web, resulting in a better ranking for the candidate tags. Last but
not least, we intend to address the quality of our recommendation from the point of view of the retrieval task. This
will require new experiments with users retrieving the resources they have previously categorized using the proposed
approach. Furthermore, it would be interesting to explore the
effect that the user interface has over a semantic recommendation.
We believe that the availability of a semantic tag recommender system can enhance the categorization process, so
that users can create and use more meaningful tags in their
categorizations, which as a consequence, could stabilize the
users personomy faster and improve the whole tagging process by making the retrieval of tagged resources easier.
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